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Abstract. The traditional role of nearest-neighbor classification in mu-
sic classification research is that of a straw man opponent for the learn-
ing approach of the hour. Recent work in high-dimensional indexing
has shown that approximate nearest-neighbor algorithms are extremely
scalable, yielding results of reasonable quality from billions of high-
dimensional features. With such efficient large-scale classifiers, the tradi-
tional music classification methodology of aggregating and compressing
the audio features is incorrect; instead the approximate nearest-neighbor
classifier should be given an extensive data collection to work with. We
present a case study, using a well-known MIR classification benchmark
with well-known music features, which shows that a simple nearest-
neighbor classifier performs very competitively when given ample data.
In this position paper, we therefore argue that nearest-neighbor classifi-
cation has been treated unfairly in the literature and may be much more
competitive than previously thought.
Keywords: Music classification; Approximate nearest-neighbor classi-
fiers; Research methodology.
1 Introduction
The traditional role of nearest neighbor classification in music information re-
trieval research is that of a straw man opponent: after the music features have
been fine-tuned to optimize the results of the learning approach of the day, which
typically means aggregating and compressing the audio features, the k-NN clas-
sifier is applied to those features directly, inevitably losing. We argue, however,
that since the strength of k-NN classification lies precisely in the ability to handle
a large quantity of data efficiently, this methodology is grossly misleading.
1.1 Trends in High-Dimensional Indexing
In the music domain, Schnitzer [22] developed a content-based retrieval system
that operates on a collection of 2.3 million songs and can answer audio queries
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in a fraction of a second by using a filter-and-refine strategy. As state-of-the-art
content description models build upon high-dimensional Gaussian distributions
with costly similarity calculations, an approximate projection into a vector space
is used to perform high-speed nearest neighbor candidate search, before ranking
candidates using the expensive model. Using the efficiency of k-NN, the combined
approach speeds up queries by a factor of 10–40 compared to a linear scan.
In the image retrieval domain, recent work in high-dimensional indexing has
shown that approximate nearest-neighbor algorithms are extremely scalable, as
several approaches have considered feature collections with up to several billions
of features. Jégou et al. [9] proposed an indexing scheme based on the notion of
product quantization and evaluated its performance by indexing 2 billion vectors.
Lejsek et al. [12] described the NV-tree, a tree index based on projections and
partitions, with experiments using 2.5 billion SIFT feature vectors. Babenko and
Lempitsky used the inverted multi-index to index 1 billion SIFT features [2] and
deep learning features [3] on a single server. Finally, the distributed computing
frameworks Hadoop and Spark have been used with collections of up to 43 billion
feature vectors [8, 14]. Evaluation of the quality of these approaches shows that
approximate nearest neighbor retrieval yields results of reasonable quality. In
particular, many studies have shown that while results from individual queries
may lack quality, applications with redundancy in the feature generation usually
return results of excellent quality (e.g., see [12, 14]). These results indicate that
in order to fairly evaluate k-NN classification as an independent methodology, we
must supply the classifiers with massive collections of highly redundant features,
and then aggregate the results to classify individual items [5].
1.2 Critique of Methodology
In this position paper, we present a case study of k-NN classification using a
well-known MIR genre classification benchmark with well-known music features
from the literature. Unlike previous studies, however, we generate an extensive
collection of music features to play to the strength of k-NN classifiers. We first use
an exhaustive (exact) k-NN classifier, which scans the entire feature collection
sequentially, to tune the parameters of the feature generation. Then we use a
very simple approximate k-NN classifier to show that equivalent results can be
obtained in a fraction of the time required for the exhaustive search.
The results of this case study show that the approximate k-NN classifier
strongly outperforms any k-NN classification results reported in the literature.
Furthermore, the approximate k-NN classifier actually outperforms learning-
based results from the literature obtained using this particular music collection
and these particular music features. We therefore argue that nearest-neighbor-
based classification is much more competitive that previously thought. Further-
more, we argue that when evaluating the quality of k-NN classification, the
evaluators must work with the strengths of k-NN classification, namely scala-
bility and efficiency, for a fair comparison. Anything else is much like inviting a
fish to a tree-climbing competition with a monkey!
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2 Music Classification: A (Very Brief) Literature Review
Automatic genre classification of music has received considerable attention in
the MIR community in the last two decades, albeit partly (and recently) in the
form of criticism [11, 18, 26, 27]. Due to space limitations, we only survey a few
key works of content-based methods that are particularly relevant to our case
study. For a more detailed discussion on the general subject we refer the reader
to [27], and for a review of context/web-based methods to [10].
It is notable that genre classification results reported in the literature are
realized on very different datasets with different numbers of classes/genres, as
there is (for valid reasons) no commonly agreed upon standard dataset for this
task (cf. [1, 17, 6]). For instance, the ISMIR2004 dataset partitions its 1,458 full
song examples into 6 genre classes, while the the USPOP collection used in
the MIREX 2005 Genre Classification set comprises 8,746 tracks by 400 artists
classified into 10 genres (of which 293 artists belong to “Rock”) and 251 styles.
The seminal work of Tzanetakis and Cook [28] uses a dataset with 10 musical
genres, and proposes to classify 1,000 song excerpts of 30 seconds based on
timbral features, rhythmic content, and pitch content. While their collection
(referred to as GTZAN) exhibits inconsistencies, repetitions, and mislabeling,
as confirmed by Tzanetakis and investigated in detail by Sturm [25], it has since
been used by several researchers, and is indeed the collection used in this study.
Tzanetakis and Cook [28] used a 30-dimensional feature vector extracted
from each of the song excerpts in their collection. An accuracy of 61% is re-
ported using a Gaussian Mixture Model classifier and 60% using k-NN. Li et
al. [13] used the same features as Tzanetakis and Cook, with the addition of
Daubechies Wavelet Coefficient Histograms (DWHC). Wavelets decompose the
audio signal based on octaves with each octave having different characteristics.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification yielded 78.5% classification accu-
racy on GTZAN while only 62.1% was achieved using k-NN. One feature vector
per song was used for the experiments. Instead of using just one vector for each
song, Bergstra et al. [4] extract features in frames of 1,024 samples and aggregate
frames into segments before using AdaBoost for classification, yielding 82.5% ac-
curacy on GTZAN. They state that the best results are achieved by aggregating
between 50 and 100 frames for a segment. In the MIREX 2005 Audio Genre
Classification competition, however, this setting could not be pursued as calcu-
lation for all songs would have taken longer than the allowed 24 hours. Panagakis
et al. [19] achieved 78.2% accuracy using “multiscale spectro-temporal modula-
tion features,” where each audio file is converted to a third-order feature tensor
generated by a model of auditory cortical processing. Non-negative matrix fac-
torization is used for dimensionality reduction and SVM for classification. The
highest accuracy results for GTZAN are achieved by Panagakis et al. [20] with
91% accuracy. The authors extract auditory temporal modulation representation
of each song and examine several classifiers. Their best results are achieved using
sparse representation-based classification (SRC), while their results using k-NN
are below 70% for GTZAN. Seyerlehner et al. [24] propose to compute several
spectrum- and rhythm-based features from cent-scaled audio spectrograms on
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the level of (overlapping) blocks. Training an SVM gave an accuracy of 78%, but
with a Random Forest classifier the accuracy was 87% [23].
Recent approaches for genre recognition, music similarity, and related re-
trieval tasks, aim at modeling finer grained musical concepts, also as an inter-
mediate step for genre classification [21], or try to optimize audio features using
user preference patterns by means of deep learning [15]. While these approaches
are specifically devised with scalability of indexing in mind, they cannot be com-
pared to existing work due to the proprietary industrial data used. In an effort to
make large-scale learning approaches comparable, van den Oord et al. [16] apply
deep learning models, trained using the Million Song Dataset, to classification
of GTZAN (transfer learning), achieving 88.2% accuracy.
3 Case Study: Genre Classification
In this section, we report on our classification experiments using two k-NN clas-
sifiers, one exact and one approximate. We start by describing the experimental
setup. Then we detail experiments using a full (exact) sequential scan to analyze
various aspects of the music feature configuration. We then use the best feature
configuration to study the impact of the approximate k-NN classifier.
3.1 Experimental Setup
For our experiments, we used the MARSYAS framework for feature extrac-
tion [28] that accompanies the GTZAN collection. As the purpose of this case
study is not to create the best classifier, or generate the best classification re-
sults, but rather to point out methodological issues in previous studies, we chose
to use a collection that is a) extensively studied in the literature, and b) comes
with easily available and flexible feature extraction software.
The GTZAN collection consists of 1,000 song excerpts, where each excerpt
is 30 seconds long. Each song is sampled at 22,050 KHz in mono. The songs
are evenly distributed into 10 genres: Blues, Classical, Country, Disco, HipHop,
Jazz, Metal, Pop, Reggae and Rock. We used randomized and stratified 10-fold
cross-validation, by a) shuﬄing songs within each genre, and then concatenating
the genre files, and b) by ignoring, when computing distances, all feature vectors
from songs that are located within the same 10% of the collection as the query.
We ignore the first feature vectors of each song, due to overlap between songs.
All experiments were performed on an Apple MacBook Pro with 2.66GHz Duo
Core Intel processors, 4GB RAM and a 300GB 5.4Krpm Serial ATA hard disk.
3.2 Exact Classification: Impact of Feature Parameters
The first k-NN classifier performs a sequential scan of all database descriptors
and calculates the Manhattan distance between each query vector and each
database vector. Once the scan has computed the nearest neighbors for all query
feature vectors, the total score for the query song is aggregated, by counting how
many neighbors “vote” for each genre and returning the ranked list of genres.
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Table 1. Effect of feature selection on accuracy
Features Dim. Accuracy (%)
TF 34 75.4
TF + SFM 82 80.4
TF + SFM + SCF 130 80.0
TF + SFM + LSP 118 80.0
TF + SFM + LPCC 106 79.8
TF + SFM + CHROMA 106 79.4








For feature extraction, we used window and hop sizes of 512 and a memory
size of 40, as they performed best in experiments. For feature selection, we started
from timbral features (TF), namely MFCCs, and added additional features; the
results are summarized in Table 1. The table shows that adding spectral flatness
measure (SFM) increases the accuracy for this test set from 75.4% to 80.4%.
Adding further information to the feature vector, however, does not improve
results, and in fact actually hurts accuracy slightly. In the remainder of this
study, we hence use the TF+SFM features, with a dimensionality of 82.
Finally, we experiment with the k parameter: how many neighbors from the
collection are considered for each query feature. We ran the sequential scan with
k ranging from 1 to 10. Table 2 shows the results (no further change is observed
beyond k = 5). As the table shows, varying k does not affect the classification
accuracy much, nor does it have significant impact on the classification time.
3.3 Approximate Classification: Impact of eCP Parameters
Having reached a respectable 80.8% accuracy in 3.5 hours using a sequential scan,
we now turn our attention to reducing the classification time by employing the
eCP high-dimensional indexing method [7]. Very briefly, the algorithm works as
follows. For index construction, C points are randomly sampled from the feature
collection as cluster representatives. Each feature vector is then assigned to the
closest representative, and the resulting clusters are stored on disk. In order to
facilitate efficient assignment, as well as efficient search, a cluster index is created
by recursively sampling and clustering the representatives. At search time, the
b clusters that are closest to each query feature are found via the cluster index,
and then scanned to find the closest k neighbors. The approximation comes from
the fact that only b clusters are scanned (retrieving a fraction b/C of the feature
collection, on average), and some neighbors may be missed, because they are
close to a boundary or due to the approximate nature of the index tree traversal.
Table 3 shows the impact of the number of clusters C on clustering time,
classification time and classification accuracy. In this experiment b = k = 1.
We observe that even with very small clusters (larger C), where only about 260
features are read on average, the classification accuracy is nearly the same as
with the sequential scan. The classification time, however, is in the order of a
few minutes or less, compared to over 200 minutes for the sequential scan.
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Table 3. Effect of varying number of clusters C
Clusters Features Clustering Classification Accuracy
(C) (average per cluster) (sec) (sec) (%)
50 25,867 7 784 80.0
100 12,933 7 470 80.6
500 2,587 7 114 80.2
1,000 1,293 7 55 78.4





































Fig. 2. Effect of b on classification time
Figure 1 shows the impact of b on accuracy (note the narrow y-axis), for
C = 100 and k = {1, 3}. In other configurations, not reported here due to space
constraints, similar effects were observed. When b is increased, the eCP algorithm
retrieves and analyses more feature vectors. When the first clusters are added,
results are improved. As more clusters are added, however, near vectors belonging
to other genres are also found, but no change is observed beyond b = 5. These
fluctuations are due to the fact that eCP is an approximate technique and since
songs quite often receive a similar number of votes from two genres, limiting
the number of audio features retrieved can have this effect. But with several
configurations we actually achieve higher accuracy than with the sequential scan.
Figure 2, on the other hand, shows the time required to retrieve the clusters.
As the figure shows, there is some initial time needed to rank the cluster rep-
resentatives, but after that the cost of reading clusters grows linearly. The cost,
however, is not affected significantly by the k parameter.
3.4 Discussion
The key result is that using approximate k-NN classification we can very effi-
ciently obtain accuracies in the range 80-81%. Table 4 summarizes classification
results from the literature for the used GTZAN collection, as well as k-NN clas-
sification results where reported. As the table shows, the results from our case
study rank fourth and far outperform any reported k-NN classification results
from the literature. While previous results have denounced k-NN classification,
this is presumably because those studies focused on using a single feature, or very
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Table 4. Comparison to some genre classification results for the GTZAN collection
Reference Accuracy k-NN Comments
Panagakis et al., 2009 [20] 91.0% '68% Sparse repr. + dim. reduction
v.d. Oord et al., 2014 [16] 88.2% – Transfer learning from MSD tags
Seyerlehner et al., 2011 [23] 87.0% – Random forest, opt. feat.
This work 80–81% k-NN + MFCC + SFM
Li et al., 2003 [13] 78.5% 62.1% SVM
Panagakis et al., 2008 [19] 78.2% – Multilinear approach
Tzanetakis & Cook, 2002 [28] 61.0% 60.0% Gaussian classifier + MFCC
few features, for each song. The fact that we can obtain these results within min-
utes, on very limited hardware, leads us to believe that k-NN classification is a
viable option at a large scale.
4 Conclusions
Very efficient and scalable approximate algorithms for high-dimensional k-NN
retrieval have recently been developed in the computer vision and databases
communities. Using one such approximate algorithm, we have shown that k-NN
classification may be used with good results for music genre classification, if
provided the appropriate feature collection to work with. Indeed, the reported
results are the best realized with a k-NN classifier for this particular music col-
lection (GTZAN). Observing the difference between our results and previous
results reported for k-NN classification points to a methodological problem with
previous studies: the k-NN classifiers were compared unfairly to the competing
approaches. We thus argue that when evaluating the quality of k-NN classifica-
tion, the evaluators must work with the strengths of k-NN classification, namely
scalability and efficiency, for a fair comparison.
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